Bellon Sales Associates Informational Sheet
History:
We are a Sole Proprietorship in business since August 1980 started by founder,
Bourbon E. Bellon. We started in the institutional foodservice and grocery
markets selling disposable foodservice packaging and allied products both direct
to the supermarket trade and through established distribution channels,
depending upon the size of the customer and specific market conditions. Since
then, Bellon has expanded its scope to cover all foodservice disposables and
allied products selling into the institutional and retail foodservice, jan/san, safety,
party-goods retail, food processor, and laundry supply markets.
Bellon Sales Associates has had a long-standing history of marketing and selling
both the innovative as well as the well-established business markets. For
example, Bellon Sales Associates was the first company out selling disposable
foam packaging alternatives in our foodservice markets. (Polytherm Plastics
1981) Bellon Sales Associates was also the first to introduce can liners on a
hand held roll (Rollpack 1985), the low-cost polypropylene cutlery alternatives
(Clearshield National 1986), high density saddle pack sandwich and food bags
and polyethylene foodservice gloves (Handgards Inc. 1985), as well as a host of
other new and innovative packaging concepts and food handling solutions that
together have changed the way people in our markets perform day-to-day tasks
making them more economical, productive or safer.
We have also excelled in marketing the well-established product lines to gain
additional market penetration and increase profitable sales. For example, Bellon
Sales Associates has marketed the well-established specialty paper bag
markets, the jan/san chemical and brush lines, converters of tissue (napkin) and
placemat products, party goods, … just to name a few. We continue to seek out
new profitable markets to penetrate and through strategic planning we will
continue to grow as a company well into the future.
There currently are three direct employees at Bellon Sales Associates covering
customer service and inside sales to a full service professional outside sales staff
with over 50 combined years foodservice related sales experience.
Territory Covered:
We effectively cover the geographic regions of Indiana and Kentucky. We also
cover markets throughout the U.S. for our international principals. We prefer to
have manufacturer line coverage in all of our available markets, but from time to
time we will agree to cover a specific geographic region where coverage is
needed. A general rule of thumb is that we like to have exclusivity to at least one
or more of our coverage areas at a minimum.

Markets Covered:
Bellon Sales Associates markets and sells products to the entire foodservice
trade - institutional and retail, the janitorial and sanitation trades, the safety trade,
and the retail party goods supply industry. We sell flexible packaging to the food
processing industry, both human and pet.
Office Facilities:
Bellon Sales Associates has full time office staff centrally located in Indianapolis
that cover all facets of distributor and end user customer service functions for our
specific markets and is available from 9a – 5p, Monday through Friday. Our
offices are fully modernized and computerized. We custom-tailor our office to
enhance production by putting all relevant information accessible, often by the
stroke of a finger. We also offer a toll free number that our customers may call
us on from anywhere in the United States as well as direct e-mail access. From
our web servers, the distributor and end user alike may access mega bites of
stored product data that is accessible both by category/product as well as by
manufacturer. This has proven to be invaluable to the distribution sales force to
quickly answer that end user question “on the spot”! This leads to additional
sales and market gains for both the distributor as well as the manufacturer.
Warehousing:
Limited warehousing is available. We would entertain warehousing possibilities
only with the right company under mutually beneficial circumstances. For more
information, inquire!

Personnel:
Bellon Sales Associates currently has three employees with over 60 years
combined sales experience. Two outside sales people cover our territories in
conjunction with one inside office administrator. CPMR certified salesman on
staff.
Membership:
Bellon Sales Associates is a firm member in good standing with the following
associations:
Manufacturer’s Agents National Association (MANA)
Manufacturer’s Representatives of America (MRA)
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International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA)
Indiana Chamber of Commerce
Sales Forecasts & Market Surveys:
We provide sales forecasts by request for any applicable market segment we
cover. Market Surveys can also be performed by request of the distributor or
manufacturer.
Sales Performance:
We constantly monitor sales performance by accurate preplanning followed by
precise execution of our short and long term marketing plans and goals. Should
we fall off track or the marketing situation change, the plan is simply readjusted
to meet the new challenges that stand in the way of sales. Sales and marketing
is our profession…there is no substitute for proper planning and setting of goals
followed by periodic reviews, readjustment and realignment.
Sales and
marketing is an ever-changing field…and Bellon Sales is prepared to react!

Direct Mail:
Bellon Sales Associates is fully capable of direct mail programs from conception
to execution. We have active mailing lists of distributor purchasing and sales
people to the end user that buys the product. These lists are updated daily in
order to insure accuracy as the distributor sales force changes and new
businesses open. We compile our data from a host of sources including
distributor food shows, sales meetings, national conventions, etc. in order to get
our message out to both the sales force as well as the product end user. From
start to finish…Bellon has you covered!
Local Shows:
Bellon Sales Associates participates in all local distributor and trade related
events and shows that have historically proven to be mutually beneficial and
drive sales. As with all events of this type…there is a need to pick and choose
the best available venue for the specific marketing goal to be accomplished.
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Visits by Factory Personnel:
Bellon Sales Associates welcomes visits from factory personnel with a minimum
30-day advance notice. We require that all visits from Regional Managers that
require distributor sales calls are preceded by a list of desired call locations as
well as specifically what goals we are there to accomplish. As it is imperative
that we accomplish as many of the expectations and goals of the factory
personnel as well as the distributor in a very limited time frame, preplanning is a
must! Due to time limitations, all factory visits are to last no more than two
working days. Longer visits for training or task specific reasons may be arranged
on an as needed basis.

Manufacturer Sponsored Seminars:
Bellon personnel would be happy to attend any factory sponsored seminars or
sales training events as scheduling allows. As much advance notice as possible
would be preferred in order to ease scheduling conflicts.
References:
References are supplied on an as needed basis upon request.
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